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SENTRON, Si switch disconnector 4-pin, NH3, 630 A
3NP11641BC10

Siemens
3NP11641BC10
4001869567181 EAN/GTIN

4550,73 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

SENTRON, Si switch disconnector 4-pole, NH3, 630 A 3NP11641BC10 Version as a safety switch, max. rated operating voltage Ue at AC 690V, rated uninterrupted current Iu
630A, conditional rated short-circuit current Iq 50kA, suitable for fuse links NH2, NH3, number of poles 4, connection type main circuit busbar connection, other cable entry,
suitable for busbar structure , version of the actuating element cover handle, position of the actuating element at the front, degree of protection (IP), on the front IP40,
SENTRON, 3NP1 fuse switch disconnector, 4-pole, NH3, 630 A, for busbar system 8US 60mm, flat connection, cover level 32/70mm
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
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